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UNION UNIVERSITY
Cl-IARLES ALEXANDER RICHMOND, D. D., LLe D.. Chancellor
UNION COLLEGE
The college offers the following undergraduate·
and graduate courses:
1.

Cetuses leading· to the degr("e of A. B.

CLASSICAL CouRSE A.-Greek is required for admission to this course. French and German are included in addition to the ancient languages.
CLASSICAL CouRSE B.-Students may, at the dose
of the Sophomore year, elect to becorne candidates
for the degree of A. B. They will then be required
to study Greek for two years. Proficiency in Latin
is prerequisite.
2.

Cou.:rse leading to the degree of Ph. B.

LATIN -SciENTIFIC

CouRSE-This course offers
Latin without Greek, for which is substituted additional work in modern languages and science.
3.

Course leading to the degree of B. S.

SciENTIFIC CouRsE-This course is based upon the
study of mathematics and the sciences.
4..

Course leadblg to the degree ot B. E.

GENERAL ENGINEERING CouRSE-This course offers
the foundation of a broad engineering education,
comprising tnathematics, the sciences, the fundamental principles of the special branches of the pr'ofession and some training in history, econotnics and
modern languages.
SANITARY ENGINEERING CouRSE-This differs from
the general engineering course in substituting special
work in sanitary engineering for some of the general
engineering studieso
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CouRSE-This course is
intended to give a broad and thorough engineering
education with the special instruction requisite for
electrical engineering.
5.

Coo.rses leading to graduate

d~fl,'rees.

COURSE LEADING TO DEGREE OF M. C. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work

L. V" Herrington
Groceries, Tobacco, News, Confectionery
Phone 2925-W
Across from College Gate
727 Nott Street

CouRSE LEADING ro DEGREE oF M. S. E. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.
CoURSE LEADING TO DEGREE OF PH. D.-This course
of two years of graduate study requires for admis~
sion the degree of M. E. E. or an equivalent.
For catalogues or other information address
F. C. BARNES, Secretary,
Schenectady, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE-Instruction by
lectures, recitations, clinics, laboratory work, practical demonstrations and operations.
Hospital and laboratory advantages excellent.
Catalogues and circulars containing full infor:ma~
tion sent on application to:
WILLIS G. TucKER, M. D., Registrar,
Albany, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF LAW
AMASA ] . P ARKER
NEWTON FIERO,
1

} •

President.
Dean.
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL-This department of
the university is located at Albany, near the state
capitol. It occupies a building wholly devoted to its
use. The course leading to the degree of LL. B. is
three years ; each year is divided into two semesters.
Expenses: Matriculation fee, $Io; tuition fee,
$I 10. For catalogue or other information, address:
JOHN C. W A'l'SON, Registrar,
Albany, N. Y.

DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY
ALBANY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY-Graded
course of instruction comprising two terms of seven
months each. Fees, $go.oo per term.
For catalogue giving full in formation, address:
43 Eagle St., Albany, N. Y.
ALFRED B. HuESTED, Secretary,
'• &:very thing for the College Man except Exams''

GUNNING '16

(

SWEATERS, MACKINAWS, PENNANTS,
BANNERS AND PILLOW COVERS
Middle Section, So. College
Phone 1472-W

]

Fink's Pharmacy
The College Smoke and Drug Shop

Just Across from the Green Gate

',·,

LATEST STYLES---MEN'S

French, Shriner
& Urner Shoes
$6.00 to $8.50

s
f

TRADE MARK

Known wherever Good Shoea .are worn.
All styles and leathers

'

LINDSAY BROS. CO.
COR. STATE AND WALL STS.

The
Guarantee
of

Excellence
on
Goods
Electrical

The Cain's
Leadinil exponents of
Modern Dancing in
~chenectady and VJi,~
tty.
. ..~

New Pupils ..~ :··~
received every 1\fonday, Wednesday &
Saturday, 3 to 5 and
7:30 to 9p. m. Private Lessons b y
appointment.
Assembly on
Monday at 9, at

ARCADE HALL
Res. Phone 1920
Hall Phone 2710-W

Fellows come down and get
acquainted with
3

General Electric NICKLAS r~9ja; ~:;:t
CompanY
EXCLUSIVE HATTER and FURNISHER
Largest Electrical Manufacturer
in the world
3159

I' '
1:

q

E. & W. Shirts and Collars, F ownes'
Gloves for all occasions, Opera and
Silk Hats, Canes, Bags and Suit
Cases. Everything for well dressed
men.

,
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I
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Babbitt Clothes
Are far superior to the ordinary ready made cloth,es because they ar.e the
equal of the finest custom tailor's output.
We are sole agents in this tri·city territory /or

Rogers Peet Co. and
''The Frankel Fifteen''
(The greatest $15 clothing proposition ,in America)
j

t

BABBITT & CO.

Albany's Greatest Clothiers

451-453 BROADWAY

~.~·
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Higgins' l
l

Drawinlllnka
Eternal W ritinat Ink
Enatroasint Ink
Taurine .Mucilaato
Photo Mounter Paate
Drawinl! Board Paate
Liquid Paate
Office Paate
Veatetable Gluea etc.

ARE THE FINEST AND BE·ST INKS AND ADHESIVES

THE PAST AND PRESENT
Keep abreast with the times. We .are .not
living in the stage-coach decade, at wh1ch tlme
the mentioning of flying machines would have
been taken as an idle jest. In the present century you wouldn't think nf traveling as o*
did in by-gone days. Neither would you ha ving your shoes repaired by the old style hand
method way, if you knew the superiority in our
up-to-date machine way of repairing.
,

BALL'S QUICK SHOE REPAIRING WORKS
438 State Street
Free Order Service

Opposite Jay Street ,
Telephone 3456 '

Emancipate yourself from corrosive and ill-smelling inks and adhesives and adopt the HIGGINS' INKS
AND ADHESIVES.
They will be a
revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, well put up, and withal so
efficient.
---- -·

AT DEALERS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.
Manufactures
Branches, Chicago and London

271 Ninth St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Sign of the Golden Robin
TEA ROOM

CANDIES
PARTY AND DINNER PAVORS

31 Steuben Street,

i

l

I
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There is a Great
Difference in Tobaccos
~

Tuxedo is the Mildest, Sweetest, Most
Pleasant Smoke in the World, Because-

Firs i-N o one but the makers of
Tuxedo is willing to spend the
money necessary to buy the ;mildest,
choicest,, most thoroughly aged,
St!lected Burley tobacco.
Second----No one but t~e makers of
Tuxedo knows how to treat this Burley tobacco so that every bit of pleasantness and goodness remains in the
tobacco and every bit of unpleasantness and harshness is taken out.

V. STEFANSSON
famous explorer

• • Tuxedo i:s mild, cool
and soothing- ju:st the :sort
of tobacco I need. Tuxedo ·
goes with me whereoer I go. ',

Tlze Per/eel Tobacco /or Pipe anJ Cigarette

Tuxedo was born in 1904:.

Its
first imitator appeared two years
later. Since then a host of imitations have been born and are clamoring for your patronage.
No £mz"tation is ever as good as the
or-iginal. No amount of advertising,
no amount of bluster and blufl, can
ever make an imitation tobacco as
good as Tuxedo.
If you are not a pipe smoker, you
are denying yourself the greatest
smoking pleasure known to man.
J'ry Tuxedo £n your pipe this week.

G. RANDOLPH CHESTER

famous author
• •Why :shouldn 'I a man

be willing to recommend a
tobacco which give:s a:s cool,
:sweet and satisfying a :smo/ee
aa Tuxedo;»''

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE
Convenient pouch,
inner-lined with
moisture-proof paper

5

C

Famous green tin,
with gold lettering,
curved to fit pocket

10C

In Glass Humidor•, SOc and 90c

J. N. MARCHAND
famous illustrator

"Fill my pipe with TuxSend us 2 cents in stamps for postedo
and I'm content. You
age and we wiH mail you a souvenir
for mildtin of TUXEDO tobacco to any can't beat Tuxedo
.,). 1111
ne:s.s
Gn
d
pun
point in the United States. Add.ress

FREE

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
Room 1299
111 Fifth A venue
New York

~~-·

0

<

Say Fellows:
.Bring in your laundry and save money
Note these Prices:

To Cure Cold

Shirts all Kinds ..................... lOc :
Collars ................................... 2c :

BUY A

Barrow's Hand Laundry

GAS HEATER

738 State Street

We Sol'icit Your Patronage. You Need

''I

Our Guarantee.

Cluett &Sons.
One Price Piano House.
EVERY THING MUSICAL.
508 State Street,

~·J
•
MOHAWK GAS CO.
Phone 2500

Schenectady

Makers of

Caps, Gowns

Pictures and Picture Framing, Art Supplies and Gold Gilding.
Decorating and Paper Hanging. House
and Sign Painting.

S. E. Stanes'

and Hoods
To the American Colleges and Univeraities from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Class contracts a specialty

i\rt

~tnrt

I

J

No. 7 New York Central Colonnade
New York Telephone
Schenectady, N.Y.

UNION STUDENTS

t.'• 11 [.__U

\-..IT

W£.,;\j~

· 'JH'i>l\fi:V

Are invited to open a check
account with us. Accounts
of Clubs, Fraternities and
Associations solicited . . . .

F.

Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters and
KNIT GOODS
,,,,
!'

FOR MEN

[,
,)

'

l

I

II,

The Schenectady Trust Co.
318-320 State Street

UNITED

KNITWEAR

'!,·

COMPANY

.I

"r

467 State Street,

Schenectady, N. Y.
:

..
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Clothing
Furnishings

.
Hats •

We're ready whenever you
our. Why not come to-day?

KEELER'S
----EUROPEAN----

HOTEL

and Cabaret at 9 P. M.
, Broadway and Maiden lane
Albany, N. Y

The newest and best in each
department.

GENTLEMEN ONLY
250

ROOMS

~

Ladies' Restaurant Attached. Special New
Rathskeller. Bowling Alley and Billiard
Room. Twenty-five Private Dining Rooms

Wells & Coverly

W m. H. Keeler, Prop.
Annex, 507-509 Broadway

TROY

''If It's Made of Rubber We Have It''

m

FURNITURE

Athletic Goods
Rubber Goods
Auto Goods
Auto Tires

m

Alling Rubber Co.
26 Stores

!29 State Street

of honest dealings in Schenectady has
placed us at the top notch of retailers.
When you read a COFFIN BROS. ad you
know it is true. We aim at all times to
carry the most complete line of Kitchen
Wares, Wooden Wares, toys, games, fancy
goods and brassware. We invite you to
call.

COFFIN BROS.

303-305 State Street

CANDIES
Huyler's, Park & Tilford's, Pirika, Nobility. FRESH STOCK ALWAYS
PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Complete in Every Respect.
EVERYTHING IN

Lyon's

NEARLY 30 YEARS

GOOD DRUGS

335 STATE ST.

714 HAMILTON
13 McCLELLAN Cor.
EASTERN Ave.

Fine Imported
and Domestic Woolens

Schenectady, N.Y.

Telephone Z323-J

GEORGE A. MANNY
CUSTOM TAILOR
Schenectady, N. Y.
170 Jay Street

The Best in Cream, Butter, Etc.

Ferry Street Creamery
'Phone 1208

107 So. Ferry Street

"Look for the Cow's Head."

:STYLIS·H CLOTHES

Ready to Wear
and Custom ·
Made

FOR Y·OUNG MEN

Comparison is the ,
Lever That Turns ,
Trade Our Way ··

This is the busiest store in Schenectady, thJough inviting Comparison with
merchandise you see e~lsewhere, where quality, fabric, :superiority of workmanship and
newness of design are important features and you will prove by your own comparison,
consistant alliance in all our offerings and dealings. Just step in before you buy elsewhere. The convenience of an open account to a Ill College Student is yours for the
asking.

10 Per Cent reduction on all purchases
time of purchase.

~f $10 ·01'

over if .this ad is presented at the

Saul's

503 - 507 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.

---

G. Wm ..Slaght, Mgr.
N. Y. 'Phone 360-W

VOL.

I AM YOUR NEAREST SHOEMAKER
N.Y. Phone 1270-W

All Work Called for and ·Delivered Pree

The Union Electric Quick Sboe Repair Shop
S. SOBELL, Mam.ager.
The only machine in the city, operating its own channel while sewing on the
sole. Turns the shoe out like new.
A few p()pular items:

Men's soles, sewed ________ 75c
Ladies' soles, sewed _______ 60c
Men's soles, nailed ____ 50 to 60c

Ladies' soles, nailed ________ 40c
1ien's Heels _______________ 25c
Ladies" Heels ________________ 20c

Our prices are as reasonable as can be asked.
guaranteed.
603 LIBERTY STREET, (Near Lafayette)

Best leather used and all work

SCHENECTADY, N.Y.
Full RUBBER SOLES __________ -------- _----- ------------ __ $1.50, $1.75

The
::r ed in
defea1
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oppor
ially
undot
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' when
1 over
·~~
;f)
.;·'. were
.

GARNET

"The College Photographer"
WHITE, 229 State Street
Colle•e Repreeentative

ROW

SHIRTS
are in every style suitable
for city or country, frolic
or function. The colors
are fast, the styles smart
and right-the patterns
correct-insist on the
label.

$1.50 and up
·

-

.

,

·

~

.......

-

..,..,_............

~

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. Makers

________

1904

1905
1906

N·EAR BAR·NEY'S

CARL DANNER. Beta Theta Pi

,.,__

1903

.....

__

1907
1908

1909

1910

1911
1012
1913
191.(
1915

Let's Meet at "Joe's" New Dining
•

Room

.~

..
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Students' Tuck Shop
A BREAKFAST BETWEEN CLASS

a lon
Woo
.
cess14

A FEED AT NIGHT.

Hou~

and
baskc

·ORDERS DELIVERED

One Mittute from Payne Gate.
of St. Jobn's Church.

'Phone

~98-W.

Back

722 Eastern Ave.

1nore
Hou~

tallie
er m
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THE M. I. T. GAME.
Season Begins With Huge Victory.
The 1914-'15 basketball season was openH ed in a very auspicious manner when we
defeated the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, scoring 52 points against our
opponents' 14,. ,Our quintet played especially well for their first game, and would
! undoubtedly have rolled up a larger score,
l but for the fact that three subs were sent in,
when we had already gained a safe margin
,~ over our oponents. The New Englanders
;f)
t ', were heavier, but not skillful enough.
The :first basket was made by M. I. T.,
when Houghton lost the ball. Our cap . .
tain partially redeemed himself, however,
when he scored a point on a foul, and a
moment later, netted the ball, after son1e
clever passwork by Haubner, Dave Beaver,
and Houghton. Haubner then made two
more points, when he failed on a long shot,
and scored by a follow-up shot, taking it
while in the air. Captain Morse, of M. I.
T., later made a point on a free throw.
Houghton netted the ball, after getting
a long pass from Beaver. Dave scored, and
Woods netted the ball twice in quick succession. Morse then scored for M. I. T.
Houghton succeeded in making a foul shot,
and Dave Beaver score·d from beside the
basket. ·our tally was now sixteen. Two
1nore points were added to our score by
Houghton on free trys. Shortly after Smith
tallied two points for M. I. T. Dave Beaver made a pretty field basket, followed by a
'.

NO.lO

similar performance by Woods.
The second half was opened when Houghton made a free throw, and Woods followed
up by a field basket. Smith and Houghton were both successful on foul shots, and
Vv oods made a sensational shot over his
head, his back to the basket. More applause was won when Dave Beaver caged
the ball after a dribble the whole length
of the court. Rausch made a pretty shot
from the field, and Houghton later scored
on a foul try. Jake Beaver made two field
baskets. The ball was now in the vicinity
of our basket, and Woody scored. Dave
and Jake Beaver then added four more
points to our total. After Hough ton and
Jake had each tallied again, Coach Dawson
sent in Mudge for Haubner, and Girling
for Dave Beaver. Shortly after, Scoby was
substituted for Jake Beaver. Smithe scored
on a foul try, followed by Miller with a
field basket. Scoby made his basket, and
Gi rling and Flaugh ton scored. The game

was ended.
Hudson displayed the best form for M.
I. T., and Rausch played a good game.
1v1orse, the captain, was called out of the
game, after 4 personal fouls had been called
on him. Our men were all in fine form,
though V\T oods scored the most field baskets.
Jimmy Mudge, '18, played his first 'varsity
game and showed good form, despite his
lack of experience in collegiate basketball.
I-Ie bids fair to becom,e a very valuable man.
The line-up and sun1mary:

'

' !
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UNION.

F.B
1'-I aubner, l.f. --------- 1
jake Beaver, r.f..____ 4
Scoby, l.f. ---·------ 1
Mudge, l.f. --------- 0
7
V\ oods, c. --------- 6
Houghton, Lg. _____ 4
Girling,. r.g. -------- 1
D. Beaver, r.g. _____ 5
1~otal ------------ 22

F.T.

T.P.

0
0
0
0
0

2
8
2
0

8

12
16

0

2

0

10

8

52

M. I. T.
F.B
Sn1ithe, r.£. -------- 1
Rausch, l.f. -------- 1
Miller, c. ---------- 1
Kendall, l.g. ------- 1
Hudson, r.g. ------- 1

F.T.
3
1
0

T.P.

0
0

5
:3

2
2
2

'Twas a week before Christmas and all
thro' the college
All the students were eagerly seeking for
knowledge,

ENGLISH CLUB CELEBRATES

From freshman to senior the studes of all
stations

CHRISTMAS.

·,

Following the initiation, the Christmas
exercises began in the usual manner with
the president's reading of the verses discovered by the club's archivist, Willis J. Hanson, Jr., and supposed (by him) to have been
written by John Howard Payne.
'"rhe verses are as follows:

Total
5
4
14
Referee-George Tilden. Titne of halves
-20 minutes. Score at end of first halfUnion, 22; M. I. T., 7. Fouls called-Union,
9; M. I. T., 13.

-----------

. •i

the facts that "Peck" has much love and
reverence for Doctor Nott and John Howard Payne, the founders of the English
Club; that he disapproves of examinations,
is fond of writing poetry., is proficient in
the literary art, has often been swimming in
the Erie Canal, likes mathen1atics and
cheese sandwiches and loves the Lord. This
examination proving satisfactory, Peck was
put through other ordeals and, having come
out successfully in these, was admitted to
the English Club as a member of good
standing.

Ceremonies Similar to Those of Ancient
Times.
The English Club, according to its time
honored custom, gathered its members together in the club's rooms in Washburn
I-Iall for a Christmas celebration on Friday evening, December 18.
Before the
Christmas exercises took place the club enjoyed the initiatory exercises accompanying
the reception . of Prescott Cleveland of the
1915 class into the organization. Doctor
1:-Iale, the president of the club, being disguised as a stork, ushered the Neophyte in
baby clothes into the club room where the
tnembers were assembled for the strenuous
examination which Mr. Cleveland had to
pass before being formally greeted as a fellow-member. The examination disclosed

But
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Were deep in preparing for examinations.
'fhey sought after knowledge in all sort of
\Vays

.A.nd devoted thereto both their nights and
their days.

Sotne sought it in books, and some sought
it of friends,
Some sought it in note books, and old odds
and ends
Of papers, and tried to make sense of some
sort
Of the chaos of marks that had once stood
for thought.
Some sought it at Joe's, and some sought it
in bed
But all sought to stow it away in their head
That being, as now it is well understood,
'"fhe only sure place where 'twill do any good.
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'fhey say no maid can bind him
But I such small matters had wholly forgot
No matter how she try,
I depend for such things on my chum, Dr.
But tonight at last we've got him
Nott.
\iVith an everlasting tie.
He gives me the tip a:s to what I should do,
Luther Hagar was the next recipient of a
So I leave it to him and I hope I'll get
present in the form of a stick, accompanied
through.
So I sat by myself and was smoking the by these beautiful lines:
Hagar teaches mathematics
weed
That the young idea n1ay learn
Too peaceful to write and too lazy to read.
About sine and cosine functions
.And as I was thinking there struck on my
c;leverly its mind to turn.
ear
A sound which you've only to listen to hear.
Some get first grades, others seconds,
( Cound of Claxon)
And the thirds wil have their share
So I ran to the window and looked all
.r\ few fourths, some will get passed by
around,
But the "sticks" are everywhere.
But nought be seen on the snow covered
ground,
lJ seless gifts should have no entrance
I looked all around, I looked here and looked
To this modern Christmas tree
there
Therefore with a Merry Christmas
And then heard it sounding far up in the air.
Please accept this stick from me.
(Sound of Claxon again.)
Santa Claus next announced a wireless
I have it said I, I am sure it's Old Nick
n1essage just received from the English
Or Santa Claus coming, and so I stepped Club's sincere friend, Franklin P. Adams,
who had hastily composed the lines belo'v
quick
And looked up the chimneyfor the special occasion :
and under the shelf
Nix on John Mase:field and Yeats!
I discovered a friend, who will speak for
Why not read Horace and me?
Aren't you tired of Noyes and his mates?
himself.
Nix on John Masefield and Yeats!
At this junction, Saint Nicholas Morton
I privately think that their fates
Stewart came down the chin1ney and taking
Are as empty as three minus three.
the various trinkets from his pack stood
Nix on John Masefield and Yeats!
before the beautifully decorated Christmas
Why not read Horace and me?
tree and distributed them to the various
F. P. A.
good little boys assembled there.
Austin Martin received the next present
Charlie W·aldron received from the good
St. Nick a beautiful little A. B. C. book, ac- in the form of a dear little horse with the
poem that follows :
companied by the following verse:
The Clerk of Skenectade.
Quoth Charlie while writing:
A clerk ther is of Skenectade also
"Concarn it!
And unto Englisc hath he long y-go.
"This spelling I never can larn it.
He is not lene as is a rake, I trowe,
"It's kat with a k,
For hardily he nis nat undergrowe.
"And enjine with j.
A lerned man, to ben a tutor able; ·
"I can't get it straight, gol darn it!"
No hors he hath, ne nevere hadde, in stable.
Tommy Dent received o lovely necktie
'rher is no man no wher so studious;
from the Reverend Saint, with an inscripI-Ie is the beste scaler in his hous.
tion as follows :

12
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By him thei al from studie ben preserved;
~'Lat Austin have his swink to him reserved."
For hi mis wont to have at his beddes heed
'Twenty boxes clad in bl:ak or reed
Of Chaucer, Langland, and their poesye
(Fy on that cours! it was not worth a flye)
Plesaunt he is, wei taught in gentilesse
This clerk is cleped Tubbe, as I gesse.
After reading this St. Nick announced a
cablegram from our esteemed friend, William \V atson,
I've slain the Kaiser with a sonnet,
'I was writ in strict Italian mode,
And now I come to think upon it,
I've sunk his navy in an ode.
The Uhlans in blank verse I slaughter
In numbers that no man can tell,
To curb the caitiff Teutons' hauteur,
I launch my deadly vilanelle.
I've picked off Junkers at my leisure
In couplets of no little worth,
And in a fine Spencerian measure
I've wiped Franz Joseph off the earth.
Friends of poets ! for your meeting
Not a stanza dare I write.
I'd send you quite a fervid greeting,
Did not my poems kill at sight.

i'
I

A little stein r give you_,
I hope it won't outlive you,
. d _, .,,, . . "
Tk
a e care 1t · on t convtve you
Hail Vozzy! Here-'s long life.
May something- e'er be in it,
No matter how you "drin'-' it
"H
. "
·. aec om1'bus re b us fin1t
My duty has been Hdid.-''
Mickey Ann, in his absence, was crowned with a wreath of glory. Steve Story was
given a horn all his own and advised to
toot it himself. Chuck ~culver received a
beautiful little coffee pot~ Jeff Atkinson a
new pipe, Spike Hale a box of Condax
cigarettes, which were long and lean and
white as is the ribbed sea sand and Spike
and various other members found similar
presents too numerous to mention awaiting
them.
After enjoying an excellent Christmas
feed, the members of the club adjourned and
scattered to their various resting places,
where they dreamed of Doctor Nott and
John Howard Payne and mince pie, and
were happy.

The following is qu.oted from the Vindex,
Elmira Free Academy, Elmira, N. Y. : "The
Cafeteria is now open to the students again.
w. w.
Jeff Del champs was the happy recipient of * * * We will all miss our cashier_, Mr.
a bale of cotton, accompanied by the lines Alpert. You couldn't hurry him up with a
following:
stick of dynamite, you couldn't fuss him or
tease him, and you could never catch him
"Concordy Jeff" is from "Alabama,"
in a mistake. We are glad to hear that he
The cotton state of Uncle Sam,
is making good at Union College. Here's
So listen now to its Christn1as taleluck to 'Iskv.'
''
.,
Of our surplus crop, "Buy a Bale."
Little Warren Vosburg was not forgotten
by dear Santa but was presented with a ALLISON-FOOTE DEBATE TOMORbeautiful little stein, accompanied by a
ROW NIGHT.
verse.
The annual Allison-Foote prize debate beTo Warren Chase Vosburg.
tween teams of the Philobathean and AdelDear V ozzy do not blame me
phic societies will take piace Friday evenThis verse is sure to shame me
ing, January 15th, in the college chapel at
It does not in anyway "became" me
8 o'clock. The subj.ect for debate will be of
But duty must be "did."
interest at the present time. It is: "Re-
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solved, That, in view of the present world
situation, the army and navy of the United
States should he increased." The Adelphic
Society will uphold the affirmative, the Philomatheans, the negative.
'rhe teams representing the societies are:
Adelphic: James L. Fitzgerald '15, Spencer
B. Eddy '18, and Raymond S. Blodgett '15,
with Marvin I. King '18, at alternate. For
Philomathean will debate : C. Foster Brown,
'18; Milton H. Sternfeld '16, Aaron M.
Jacobs '16, and John R. Riley '18, alternate.
The teams are well matched, both having men experienced in 'varsity debating,
and a good debate is looked for. The debaters will be very grateful for a good attendance as a sign of appreciation of their
efforts. This debate will be the forerunner of the 'varsity debates scheduled for
later in the year, and from these two teams
will con1e the nucleus of the 1915 'varsitv.,
team.

,,

:

CORNELL, 24; UNON, 18.
Cornell won a well deserved victory over
the Garnet basketball five Wednesday night,
January 6, at Ithaca. The score was 24 to
18. Cornell's weight wore down the lighter
Union quintet, and the intercollegiate champions showed better team play and faster
floor work. The result was no disgrace to
Union, though the team, in the opinion of
spe<;tators, did not show the kind of basketball it is capable of, or which it displayed
last season.
Union threw a scare into the Red camp
'vhen the first half ended with the score 10
to 7 in favor of the visitors. In the last half
however, the superior condition of the
I thacans began to count. The score mounted to a tie-14 to 14, and then with a final
spurt Cornell drew a way and three successi:re baskets toward the end of the game
gave the victory to the Red.
Cornell's ability to break up Union's pass
work was responsible for a number of
points. Brown, the phenon1.enal forward,
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and Lunden, captain of the tean1, each deposited three shots in the basket, while
Haberle and Ashmead scored twice each.
Erny Houghton, Jake Beaver, and Teedy
Woods each tallied twice and Dave Beaver
rang up one basket.
Erny Houghton had slightly the better
of the argum·ent in caging goals from fouls,
scoring 8 out of 10, to Brown's 4 out of 8.
CORNELL
Position
UNION
Lunden -------------------------- Haubner
Left Forward.
Brown ------------------------ J. Beaver
Right Forward.
I-Iaberle -------------------------- Woods
Center.
Jandorf ----------------------- Houghton
Left Guard.
Ashmead ----------------------D. Beaver
Right Guard.
Goals from field-Lunden, 3 ; Brown, 3 ;
Haberle, 2; Ashmead 2; J. Beaver, Woods,
I-Ioughton, 2; D. Beaver, 1. Goals from fouls
--Brown, 4 out of 8; Houghton, 8 out of
10. Personal fouls-Haberle, 3; Jandorf, 3;
Ashmead, D. Beaver, 2; Haubner, 3; J.
Beaver, 1. Referee-T. Thorp, New York.
Umpire-Dollard,
Syracuse.
Timers-·
Lem:on, Cornell, and Keating, Union. Time
of halves-20 minutes. Attendance-600.

AN ANSWER TO THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER'S FIFTH CHIRP.
Communication.
Editor of the Concordiensis:
I have often read and en joyed the chirps
of the very mysterious "Innocent Bystander" and think some of his criticisms exceilent but, concerning his chirp of December
10, about the "Grind," I wish to make a
chirp myself. His position in the matter is
not very clearly defined and hence attack
upon it is rather difficult but, after reading
the article carefully, I have decided that The
Innocent Bystander wishes to defend the
Grind. If this is his true position, I should
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suggest that his title be changed and that
he be hereafter known as The Ignorant Bystander.
Since the so-called Inocent Bystander offers no definition of the Grind I claim the
right to define that species of organism to
tny own satisfaction. A Grind, to my no-.
tion, is one who leaves the responsibility of
a11 college activity to others and devotes all
of his titne to the pursuit of book-learning
and in the enjoying of the privileges and
pleasures which the labors of less selfish
persons have produced. It must be noticed
that according to my definition a man may
get first grades and still lie wholly outside
of the realm of the Grind, provided he d~
votes some of his time, no matter how little,
to the upbuilding of something in college
activity which will make college life as a
whole worth living or be of real benefit to
the college. As for the abjective "greasy,"
which is often used in connection with the
'\\7 ord
Grind, there was never a more fitting '\\ 0rd invented to describe the appearance and manners of those oily individuals
so few of which exist in our college comtn unity here at Union.
The Innocent Bystander says that in some
cases the Grind is first in paying his class
dues after graduation. What a change a
"dip" must bring then, if we accept the
statement of the Innocent Bystander as a
true one! For, who will question my statement that the "greasy" Grind is always the
last to pay his obligations while an undergraduate? In fact I feel safe in saying that
most Grinds never pay their class taxes
while in college at all. If the Innocei1t Bystander still wishes to hold to his position
of the Grind's preculiar pecuniary loyalty
after graduation I wish to call for his authority on the matter.
As for the so-called remuneration of
-vvhich the Inoncent Bystander speaks I
wish to say that the Grind does very little
of this but rather finds p1easure in the
things which others have labored for. Sel7

don1 do we see an athletic game without
finding a Grind or two among the specta. .
tors, but would one of these men go out
for the tean1? If he did, he would cease to
be a Grind. You will find a Grind sitting
in his roo111 on 'thursday evenings chuckling over mistakes in the Concordiensis, but
will he go out for the Concordiensis Board
and try to n1ake the publication better?
No, rather will he borrow a friend's copy in
order that he might criticize the labors of
less learned but more earnest men. And so
it goes throughout every department of
college life. In the class-room alone does
he shine and then how he does gloat over
the failures of his less elfish class-mates!
How he grins with satisfaction when those
who have labored to make colege life more
than a m,ere existence fall below the marks
while he stands out in the glory of his
grease.
Some say that the Grind is a necessary
evil. I agree that he is an evil but hold that
he is absolutely an unnecessary one. Who
doubts me? Does the Innocent Bystander?
lf so let him chirp again and let anyone else
who admires the Grind speak up and I
pron1ise to all a prompt answer.
THE ANTI GRIND.

UNION DEFEATS WEST POINT
21-12.
Union -defeated the Army at basketba1
last Saturday by a score of 21 to 12. The
game \vas fast and interesting though the
Schenectady quintet had things their own
way throughout the contest.
At the end of the first half Union led by
a score of 10 to 2, but as in the Cornell
game their opponents spurted in the second
half and played equally as well as the Schenectady five. This inability to sustain a fast
cJip augers badly for Union and the obvious
reason is lack of condition. Lack of condition lost the Cornell game, and had the
Cadets shown any form at all in the :first
half, lack of condition might have made the
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outcome very different in the Army game.
As it was the Cadets came within one point
of tying Union in the second half.
This chirp about 'training may be illtimed and may be wrong, but evidence
points to that flaw in the team~ Remembering the in1portance of training to our recent
football team, and taking into ~consideration
the difficulties of the present basketball
season a word of this kind may find approval, and the strenuous tn'ethods used last
fall to keep our athletes in perfect shape,
n1ay be re-inaugurated now. It would be
unfortunate to allo'v the present basketball
tean1, which is certainly the best the college
has known and may be better than
the college will have for a few years to
come, to go wrong and make even a slight
fooz1 e of this very important season.
Dave Graccus Beaver and Jake Graccus
Beaver showed sensational work for Union.
Their passing and fast footwork were retnarkable. Each brother scored three baskets and held their opponents down to one
goal. The five got in good teamwork, and
played throughout a fast, clean game.

UNON.
F.G.

J.

Beaver, r.f. ------ 3
Haubner, l.f. _____ _ 1
Scoby, 1.£. --------- 0
W
oods, c. ---------- 0
D. Beaver, r.g. ____ _ 3
Eioughton, l.g. ____ _ 1
J

Totals -----------

8

ARMY.
F.G.
Waldron, r.f. --·---- 1
McTaggart, r.f. ____ _ 1
Oliphant, l.f. ______ _ 1
Boye, c ------------ 0
Britton, c. --------- 1
I-Io"rell, r.g. _______ ... 1
I-Tobbs . r ·.o·
rr -------0
11ibbs ' 1'b'
o0
---·-----Cole, l.g. ---------- 0

F.T.'
0
0
0
0

0
5
5

F.T.
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

T.P.
6
2
0
0
6

21

T.P.
2
2

4
0
2
2
0
0

0

15

Totals ----------- 5
2
12
Referee-Ton1 ,.fhorpe, of Colun1bia. Umpire--l\tlr. Deering, of Manhattan. Time of
halves-Twenty minutes each.
The University of Rochester has dropped
out of the New York State Intercollegiate
Athletic .Union.

PLANS FOR JUNIOR WEEK.
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth of February to Be
The Dates.
Chairman C. F. Brown of the Junior
Protn. committee, and Chairman A. D. Wilson of the Sophomore Soiree committee, predict one of the best Junior Weeks in the history of the college for this year. The committee of 1916 has gone to great ~xpense in
obtaining McKee's orchestra of New York
City to furnish the music at the Protn. and
the sophomores have contracted with
Gioscia of Troy for their dance. Clever programmes are promised for both nights and
buffet luncheon will be served during intermtsston.
Chi Psi, Phi Gan1ma Delta, and Phi Delta
'rheta have decided to hold house parties,
and several other houses are undecided as
yet.
On the sixth, Saturday night, the 'varsity
will n1eet Springfield Training School,
which had one of the best college teams of
last year.
rro make Tunior Week a fine sucess as all
"'
Union College activities have been, it is
necessary that all students give their
hearty co-..operation.
This co-operation
n1ust be individual and each student must
look ahead to do his share. Let's all see to
it that this Junior Week surpasses all other
festivities.
Bro·wn, Dartn1outh and Willian1s are considering for their annual triangular debate
the question of raising the standing army
of the United States.
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appreciate their work and this is surely no
time for criticism. Nevertheless we wish
A Literary and News Weekly Published by
to emphasize the importance of team-work,
TRE STUDENTS OF UNION COLLEGE
unity and training. It was the combination
Entered at the Postoffice at Schenectady, N. Y.,
of eleven or 1nore men working together
as Second Class Matter.
as one with the mutual idea of sacrifice of in.EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
dividuality for that mighty attainment, team
H. ]. Delchamps, '15, Chi Psi Lodge
work, which more than any other factor,
ATHLETIC EDITOR
n1ade a successful football team this fall.
Walter C. Balier, '15 Psi Upsilon House
There is a strenuous basketball season
LITERARY EDITOR
Edward R. Hughes, '15, 25 Glenwood Boulevard ahead and in order to 1neet this season sucSTAFF ARTIST
cessfully the team must be in the pink of
Thomas P. Keating, '15, 322 Germania Avenue
condition physically and every man on the
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
team n1ust have an attitude of mind to put
R. E. Taylor, '16
N. A. Finch, '16
everything aside but the sucecss of the
W. C. Loughlin, '16
A. M. Jacobs, '16
REPORTERS
team and to work for the one end-another
W. M. Gilbert, '17
D. F. Chapman, ~17
championship.
F. W. Porter, '17 .
H. R. Knight, 'li'
Rudolph W. Schwartz
U'ndoubtedly 've have the best basketball
five that we have ever had and we also have
Xarl E. Agan, '15, Business Manager
a1nple material in the squad to give the 'varDelta Upsilon House.
sity hard gruelling training. We will meet
Howard A. Glenn, Assistant Business Manager,
Kappa Alpha Lodge.
teams of larger calibre than we have heretofore and we have one of the best basketPublication Office: Schenectady Art Press
206 So. Centre Street Schenectady, N.Y.
ball coaches in the country. There is an
abundance of real Union spirit in the student
('rhe editorials in this issue of the Concordi ensis are from the pen of N. A. Finch, body and a spirit of appreciation for the
team. Truly everything is in our favor. If
'16.)
good feeling and unity exist in the squad
what do we lack to make the 1915 basket:CONCERNING BASKETBALL.
In truth it was a well deserved victory ball season the best we have ever had ?
that Cornell won from us in basketball. Our
THE ALLISON-FOOTE DEBATE.
tean1 received courteous treatment, imparNot so many years ago, when our fathers
tial officials were provided and we were
beaten by a better team. From West Point were here among these san1e old walls much
vve came away triumphant by a good major- prominence was given to debating. Literary
ity, .although in the second half the Army societies were organized, those which were
came ·within one point of tying Union.
pre-etninent and which have survived to the
Failure to keep up with the fast pace set present day being the Philomathean and the
by opponents was evident in both game~ Adelphic. These societies are now strictly
\'Ale are proud of our basketbal team and debating societies.
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The Philomatheans and Adelphics in the name in the collegiate debating world.
As a last word remember the Allisonoid days had rooms in South and North Col~ege respectively which were furnished with Foote debate tomorrow night. It is the joint
extensive libraries and memorials of famous debate of the Philomatheans and Adelphics
metnbers. The debates and pursuits of liter- and has been an event of the winter term
ary advaucement served as excellent train- for twenty-five years. Support it as an iming for many sons of Union who afterward portant undergraduate event.
became famous as statesmen, politicians and
TAKE IN JUNIOR WEEK.
college presidents and the memory of these
The faculty has seen fit to set aside two
societies has always remained dear to these
days in 'February as a social week for the
older Union men.
The social activities of Union
The subjects for disputation in the re- college.
spective rooms of the societies were varied, are important or the wise pedagogues who
passing from questions concerning the Civil strive to lead us over the intricate paths of
War and the politics of the day to such as higher learning would assuredly not relin''Whether gallanting the ladies be advant- quish t-vvo whole days to us.
The prime event of Junior Week is of
ageous for students," and "the desirability
course the Junior Prom, which will be held
of ladies making overtures for marriage."
Interest in the debating societies gradually on the night of February fifth. Chairman
'vaned, perhaps being supplanted by a deep- Brown has divulged the information that
er interest in Greek letter fraternities, per- the Pron1 this year will be a dance rivalling
haps by interest in athletics until at the pres- the Senior Ball of last June in magnificence
ent time the student body shows very poor of decoration, music and other arrangespirit in supporting these old organizations ments. With a large New York orchestra,
novel seating arrangements and dancing
and our collegiate debating teams.
The Philomathean and Adelphic are links until 3 :30 the Prom promises to be the very
which connect the present day Union with best affair of its kind ever held under the
the .union of the past and were organiza- auspices of undergraduates.
Furthermore the committee for the mantions for which Union was known and noted
in those days as we are known for our foot- agement of the Prom is endeavoring to
make the dance this year a college dance
ball and basketball teams today.
If there is one thing above all others that rather than a comtnitte dance. We should
distinguishes a college it is loyalty to all the support it, therefore, as a college function,
activities of the institution. Debating needs as an atheltic event. For is it not true
the support of the student body. Not only that the reputation of the college rests oh the
is there a need for more men in the debating success of social functions held by it as
societies and more men to try out for the well as on the success of other activities?
If ·doubtful whether you can go, on accollegiate debating teams, but there is a
crying need for personal recognition of work count of financial stringency, it would be far
rendered by the debaters who defend our better to economize along some other line

18
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for the Junior Prom is the one big event tra ted the effect of rythm upon the human
of th~ year. Those who have been to Jun- emotions.
ior Proms will come for they know that a
The popularity of this year's Spencer lecgood time is awaiting them-those who ture course was amply demonstrated Wedhave not been to Junior Proms will be in no nesday evening, January 7, by. the large atway disappointed if they do come. Sup- tendance at Dr. Palmer's lecture on Chaucer.
The speaker urged his hearers to take
port the college dance, the Junior Prom.
poets just as they found them. He explainSupport the men in charge of Junior Week. ed his statement by saying that if he found
a copy of Chaucer in an ash barrel and
THE ICHABOD SPENCER LECTURES. took it out to read it without previously
knowing what kind of work it was, he
1"he first Ichabod Spencer lecture took would immediately recognize its high
place Tuesday evening and was a general poetical worth.
view of the subject of poetry, which Prof.
Chaucer was shown to be one of those
Palmer will treat in greater detail in his suc- few great poets, ~hose special adjustment
ceeding lectures by taking up particular enabled them to reveal to the world their
English poets.
own temperament. Each has what might
The speaker referred to himself as a be called a gospel and the poV\rer to give
"sturdy and enthusiastic. amateur" in 1i tera- forth vividly a point of view of his own.
ture and urged the audience to add some
No age of English poetry has such variety
intellectual endeavor to the enjoyment, as our own. Each poet is a power in huwhich is the primary purpose of his lectures. man life and his point of view becomes a
He explained introductorily that the con- starting point for those who come . after.
ception that lies behind poetry is that of the To one following the thought of these masbeautiful and the ugly, not the true and the ters, will be seen the unfolding of the Engfalse. ''Poetry," he said, "has nothing lish mind and the philosophy of the race.
prin1arily to do with truth."
Geoffrey Chaucer held the simplest of
The speaker next explained that poetry these view points. He held a mirror up to
has no special aim to teach. A true poem the world, desiring for the multitude of men
will, indeed, bring about a higher moral tone and won1en to be seen in it. His delight
but its primary object is beauty.
is in p1cturing the n1anners and customs of
Dr. Palmer justified the existence of the multitude.
poetry as a means of discipline for the
Dr. Pahner warned his hearers that Chauimagination, as a means of enlarging one's cer treated all people alike, saying: "If you
ability to understand the feelings of others. come to Chaucer, you must come as a thor-_
In youth the sentimental attitude leads us ough democrat."
to poetry to find our 1noods, whereas it
What is known of Chaucer's life was
would be unworthy for a mature n1an to briefly told and selections read from "The
seek enlargement of his moods in poetry. Book of the Duchess," "Trolius," "The
The last reason for reading poetry is that Legend of Good Women" and "Canterbury
it brings back the freshness of the early Tales."
world and restores our eagerness and zest
I~ast evening Dr. Palmer spoke to a large
for life.
and attentive audience on the poet Spencer.
Dr. Paltner concluded his Ie·cture by read'This evening the lecture will be based on a
ing several poetic selections which illus- study of Herbert.
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Spike Hale and Jeff Atkinson were conversing near the bulletin board.
''Mutt and Jeff," whispered one freshman
to a friend, as they passed by.
Did you ever notice the kind of guy that
always gets on the car ahead of his friend
unles it's a pay-as-you-enter?

First Senior: Well Sayrah,s out of a
chapel job.
Second Senior: Yes. Let's try Jeff Atkinson out and see how good he is .at answering
civil questions.
Customer: I don't want this suit; it doesn't :fit.
Clerk: What do you mean-the suit don't
fit or the fit don't suit?-Ex.
Don't forget to read "How to and Why,"
by Meade Brunet and Garry Wood.

"What made that fellow sick after the
holidays?''
"His fraternity brothers gave him the
grip.''

MISSION STUDY.
Classes in mission study will start Monday, January 18, in Silliman Hall, at 7 P.
M. The comn1ittee has taken particular
pains to secure a line of interesting courses
of study. Come around and give it a trial.
~d:ake your horizon world-wide and get a
glimpse of present day history in the mak.1ng.

HOKERK ELECTED PRESIDENT.
At a meeting of the senior class in the
chapel last 'ruesday, Lynde Hokerk of Gloversville, was elected president of the class,
an office which carries with it men1bership
to the Terrace Council and the presidency
of the student body.
"Hoke" has always been a popular leader among his classmates and has won great
"I didn't make the trolley cars crowded,"
distinction on the gridiron for his levelexclaimed Mr. Si1ns of United Traction
headedness and nerve. Not only is "Hoke·"
Company fame, "the passengers crowded
to be congratulat~d for the honor which has
them of their ovvn accord.
been given him, but the class also is to be
congratula_ted upon having a man of his
There was a wise man from Kalizer;
calibre available to assume the executive ofThan he there was not a man w1ser
fice at this important time when the class
"I'm neutral," said he,
is getting ready to leave the college as a
"As all men should be,
body of organized al un1ni. Congratulations
For I don't care who licks the Kaiser."
to "Hoke'' and to the class of 1915.

He is a weak junior who doesn't take ~n
junior week.
Bill Darrovv was around the other day. Bill
says he's put the Ford up for the winter for
fear of being run over by a bob-sled. That
was thoughtful of Bill.

A. _B.-Why do you put your watch in
soak so often?
B. S.-It's a Waterbury.

Seventy-three per cent. of the students at
Bro'Nn are fraternity n1en according to recently cotnpiled statistics.
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C;QLUMBIA AGAINST MILITARISM.
A Vital Question for College Men.
A meeting of the students of Columbia
University was held December 17, for the
purpose of learning the attitude of the under graduates concerning increased armament for America and to express disapproval
of the propaganda for militarism which the
popular press has been advancing. A resolution, which declares that the students of
Columbia -University are opposed to militarism in general and an increase in our
army and navy in particular, was passed by
the student body without a dissenting vote.
Some of the speeches made at this meet...
ing appear below :
Mrs. Charlotte Perkins· Gilman, the noted
feminist author, lecturer and editor, in her
remarks said : "The theory o£ peace through
armaments has been exploded once for all by
the present European situation. The one
sure and definite hope of permanent peace
is the extension of the federal principle into
international relations. A body of federated
nations is not a distant Utopia, but the one
presssing need today, and the only thing
which will maintain the integrity of the
smaller nations."
"I have been reading in the newspapers
that our army was some thousands short
of its war footing," said Professor George
W. Kircbwey, former Dean of the Law
School. "Why should America be required
to go on a war footing? There has never
been a time when there has been less need
of preparation for war. The United States
has not an enemy on the face of the earth.
uDefence, defence they cry! But every
army that ever _existed has been for defence.
Remember that the militarists play with fire.
The thing is to be stopped here and now.
When they say we must bring our military
equipment up to efficiency, it means that we
enter on the road that leads to war. We
should remain a great power only until the
~orld makes up its mind to put an end to

American militarism."
,,orhe next time anyone tells you that a
cannon is made to keep peace, you tell him
that a eannon is made to kill men." This
was the observation of Mr. Leon Fraser.
"The agitator's argument that our security
lies in being stronger than any other coun.
try, will hold equally true for every country beside us. 'The creation of "natio11al
security leagues" in this country will mean
the creation of "national security leagues"
in Japan. If today all had four guns and to..
morrow eight, we would be relatively in the
same position, but the increased burden
would lead eventually to bankruptcy or an
explosion."
Dr. Carlton Hayes, Professor of Modern
History, said : "Western Europe has managed to keep peace for forty-three years,
although gradually increasing its armament
each year. The burden of militarism became
unbearable and the present war followed.
After the outbreak of the war I had one
comfortable feeling when I read that all nations insisted that this was The Last War.
.A.nd yet in December, 1914, just three
months later, we are told that the great lesson for us is that we in America must embark on a sea of militarism. Let us be rational. Who is going to attack us? There
is bound to be peace in the United States
unless we deliberately give offence. There
is no need for a defensive armament; there
is only need for armament if we want to
provoke a war.
"One of the great questions for the coming generation is going to be this question
of militarism, and it is the duty of every
student in our colleges_ and universities to
make his decision and declare where he
~tands. If you go in for militarism don't
be satisfied with mere sops-demand ten
thousand deradnoughts and innumerable
submarines; but if you think this country
can maintain peace without force of arms,
cast you lot with us."
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This is a movement that certainly con- sociation with other men. We have come
cerns every college student in Atnerica and to divide ali humanity into two classes-·ourit is necessary for Union to go on record selves and '"'rough.,.necks.''
!-las it ever occurred that there might
one way or the oth:er. Let every 1nan
think it over and decide for himself whether be a valid defence of the '"rough-neck?"
he is for or against militarism and then let Doesn't it seem as though the man born
us make it known to the public just where amid squaiid surroundings didn't have a
we stand. It is impossible for us to be in- chance to begin with? The polish of culture
different on the subject. The question is tnay be the most despicable thing in the
vital and calls for immediate action. ShaH world or the finest thing in the world, acwe fall in the ranks with Columbia or op- cordingly as the polish is applied. If a man
assume the polish of culture in an heroic
posite her?
attempt to blot out whatever of innate
roughness there is in him, then he deserves
FRESHMEN WILL DEB.ATE.
A debate between teams representing praise. Somehow we like to see the man
the freshmen classes of Union College and with the greatest handicap win. A chap
Ivriddlebury College has been arranged for that is a roughneck, that knows he is a
the middle of March. The subject will be roughneck, and who tries to outgrow it is
the same one as was used by the Union 'var- the right sort of a chap. Let him who n~ver
sity team last year--"T·he Minimun1 W ag·e puts his feet on a chair in class, who never
for Women and Chiidren." The debate is attends class in a sweater, who is always
to be held at Middlebury and try outs for shaved and manicured, etc., etc., step forvvard and gainsay.
positions will be held in the near future.
THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER.
A part of the debating tax of 30 cents
levied by the student body was collected on
ONE RECENT ADDTION TO
registration day, but the gteater part reFACULTY.
tnains unpaid. Payments should be made
A change has recently been made in the
in1mediately to the various class treasurers.
faculty. Mr. Edmund Tilly has been secured as German instructor. Mr. Tilly is the
. THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER.
son of \¥. 1~illy, head of the famous Tilly
Chirp the Sixth.
Ask the boy why he goes to school and Institute of Berlin, which is well known
his answer will be a simple "to learn." Ask throughout Germany, France, England, and
the boy why he goes to high school and his the United States as the exponent of the
answer will be a trifle more complex. l-Ie phonetic method of language teaching. For
will say that he goes either to prepare for the past several years Mr. Tilly has been his
college or to use up the remainder of his father's first assitant. Mr. Tilly studied at
boyhood until a busines opportunity is the Classical Gymnasium in Marburg.
presented. When finally we ask a man why
HOKERK'S ENGAGEMENT ANhe goes to college we receive a multitude of
NOUNCED.
answers. Men seem to go to college for alThere promises to be few really and truly
most every conceivable end-professional or
single men in the senior class by the time
academic.
. The college has by-products, and Union con1mencen1ent rolls around next June.
1s no exception among them. The 1nain by- Lynde DeForest Hokerk, the hero of n1any
product of a college course is the culture a hard fought football battle, is the latest
which one derives through a four years' as- to enroll hirnself in the class of those will-
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ing to assume the burdens of two throughout life.
The future Mrs. Hokerk is now Miss
Hazel Moyer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles l\1oyer of Herkin1er, N. Y. Hokie
is a m.etnber of the Delta Upsilon, a senior
in the electrical engineering department and
one of the most prominent men on the hill.
He played center on last year's famous football team. To him and Miss Moyer, the
college extends its best wishes.

PRESS CLUB NOTES.
The Press Club has started another plan
to increase its efficiency. The plan is to
have the officers of the various oollege organizations and the prominent students attend, at different times, the club meetings.
In this way the college men will become better acquainted with the system of the Press
Club, while the club will be able to get into
closer touch with the activities on the hill.
The five dollar a\-vard offered for the best
design for the Press Club poster stamp will
be made as soon as the winner can be
selected. The stamps will then be printed
and put on sale at a moderate price. Th1s
is not a money making idea, but a plan to
advertise Union College. Every student
should show enough spirit to buy some of
the stamps, and stick them on letters and
papers, or wherever they will do the most
good.
The Press Club is certainly doing good
work in getting Union known to the public,
and it is the duty of every loyal Union man
to co-operate with the club in every way
possible. You can co-operate by buying
stamps and ·using them.

PREXY'S DATES.
Most of Doctor Richmond's engagements
for the month of January are as yet unsettled. However on January 15 he will attend
the dinner of the National Institute of social sciences at the Hotel Astor inN ew York

City and on Sunday, January 31, he wil]
preach at the Emma Willard School at
'Troy.

fort
ity t
re,v:

TliREE CONCERTS FOR JANUARY IS
MUSICAL CLUB'S PLAN.
l\1anager lVIacMillan has mapped out a
program for the l\1 usical Clubs for the
month of January. The first concert of the
new year is to be given in Lansingburg, on
the evening of January 15. ;Qn January 25,
the ,clubs will make their first public appearance in Schenctady. The combined
.clubs will perform in the Schenectady High
School under the auspices of the class of
1916 of that school. This will be the only
concert in Schenectady, previous to the
Junior Week appearance of the clubs. It is
hoped that many of the fellows wiH avail
themselves of this opportunity of hearing
the clubs.
The chtbs will give their annual concert
in Albany, in the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church on January 28. Besides these
concerts plans are under way for a trip to
New York. The favorable criticisms of last
year's concerts and the work of this year
points to this season as one of the most successful in the history of the clubs.
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THE 1916 GARNET.
For some time the Garnet Board has been
getting up steam and is now ready to burst
forth in a veritable explosion of energy,
activity, and all that goes toward the making o£ the best Garnet "since Methuselah
was a pup'' and to this end it invites and
urges the co-operation of all. The tax: due
from the juniors will be thankfully (if
promptly) received. "A GARNET for the
tax" as C. J. Caesar said while watching for
a taxi. But money alone will not make a
Garnet. Contributions of all sorts are solicited--representative snap-shots from the
"hill", fruits of the artists' pen, short stories,
poen1s, and good jokes. There's a chance
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PLANS INDUSTRIAL
CLASSES.

How good are you at teaching English to
foreigners? Haven't ever tried? Why not
give it a wallop and do some of the men who
are not as fortunate in their knowledge of
the King's English as you are a good turn?
Maybe you are not good enough at the
said English to teach it, well the surest way
to find your errors is to try to show somebody else the right way and incidentally
you'll know something about it yourselfso you see there is a handle on both ends of
this.
On Sunday, Fred H. Rindge, Jr., will
start our industrial campaign by an address at the Vesper services in the. chapel
at 4 :30. Rindge came here last year and
n1any of the studes will remember him. He
is one of the secretaries of the International
Committee and will be here Sunday, 1\tlonday and part of Tuesday. Last year we had
about fifty men apply for classes of foreigners. Why not as many this year?
Don't miss the demonstration class at Sillima~ Hall on Monday night. Rindge will
teach an Italian, who doesn't know a word
of English, the first lesson and will not use
a word of I tali an in the process.
Come
around and see how it is done even if you
haven't any idea of trying it yourself. Also
don't miss Rindge's talk in the chapel on
Sunday afternoon.
By the way, maybe you don't believe in
encouraging immigration-ignorant foreigners coming over here and driving the
Americans out of work, etc. Well, all the
more reason to improve the intellects of
those who are already here and assist the
American people in absorbing an "undesirable element."
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KEEP THEM ALIENS OUT.
Ezekitel, the Puritan
Th~s lifts his protestation
''By ginger, I'm American
Aod don't like immigration
I j·ust guess I got here fust,
And know what I'm about,
When I declare, we'll all go bust
Or keep them aliens out.
Max Heidelburg, the German says:
"Yah also, right, mein frendt
If -ve dot foreign trash admit
Our woes will nefer endt
I an American as you
Und villing to ge-.shout
'H -array mit red und vite and plue
U11d keep dose aliens oudt.' "

Ike Dimondstein, the Jew exclaimed :
"Ah Izzy, aint dat grandt!
V e Y angus haf such nople aims
U nd vill togeder standt
V eve got der goods, vere nachrelized
Vat hinters us from shouten
'Atnerican vich is civilize·d
So keep dose aliens outert !'"
Petro Bariboldi says,
"Here every man in King
I cacha da fun, I make da mon
I lika da everything
.A. Jnerican he gentleman\V atcha da dago shout
'Se1a da fruit, shina da boot,
Keepa da alien out.' "

Th_e Irishman vorcifirates,
''Sure, Mike its sahft as Jelly
I ' 11 take the shtick and crack the pathes
Of I very foreign Kelly
If 1ts the call o' polyticks
'Then I'm the la'ad to shout
Down wid the Dagos an' the Mick
An' keep th' aliens out.' "
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But covered with ancestral tan
Beside his "\tvigwam door
The only real American
Counts idle talk a bore
"tJgh! Paleface man he mighty thief
1\fuch medicine taik about
1t heaps too late for Injun chief
'To keepum alien out.'"

CONCERT COURSE.
'l'he second concert of the Union ·College

INN·OVATION IN 'GYMNASIUM WORK
s,vitnnling has now become an established part of the regular gymnasium course of
the college. In order to obtain a creditable
n1ark in the year's work it is necessary to
qualify in one of the following grades: .
Grade D-1. Breast stroke, 25 yards;
2. Plain front dive; 3. Back stroke, 25
yards.

.
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Grade C-1. Breast stroke, 50 yards; 2..
Side stroke, 50 yards; 3. Front jackknife
dive.

concert course will take place in the gymGrade B-1. Cra,vl or trudgeon stroke, 50
nasium on Tuesday, January 19. Mme. Julia
yards; 2. Back dive; 3. Plunge across tank,
Culp, a charming Dutch singer of modern 28
feet.
lyric songs, and ·Conrad Bos, an equally
Grade A_._l.
Swim 200 yards (any
prominent pianist who will play solos as
well as accompaniments, are the musicians. stroke); 2. Back jackknife dive or _backUndoubtedly the concert will be an ex- ward spring and forward drive (half twist),
or forward spring and backward dive (half
ceptionally enjoyable one.
twist); 3. Swim 25 yards dressed and remove clothing. (Outfit furnished, oilskin
Corking building, isn't it?
coat, pants and tennis shoes.)
Yep; bottling works.
Beginning with D the freshtnan qualifying
in this grade may go on to the next, etc_
HOW ABOUT IT?
"Eddie, will have charge of the try-outs,
Dean Ripton, in illustrating one of his whjch may be made at any time during the
term.
characteristic stories last week in history
i\bility to S\vim is valuable both as a
class, made the statement that the students
'vere not singing the words of Alma Mater means of recreation and exercise, and often
the day they were written. Inasmuch as of rendering :first-aid service. The acquisithe melody was corrected when our error tion of the pool has alone made it possible
was pointed out, it would be a good idea to add this training to the gym. course.
to investigate this criticism with a view of
correcting any error that may exist. The
words should be sung as they were written
and not according to any modern version
of them.
Wellesley students were compelled to
flee from the campus to avoid a shower of
bricks and stones when a fight broke out between the strikers and strike-breakers who
are re-building Chapel Hall.
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NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

.

All the Latest Novelties. in

I.

)

·I

WALLPAPER
AND DECORATIONS ..

1
(

'

'

lI
!
I

[j you want anything from

Sun 5 & 1De Wall Paper Store

QUINN'S

411 STATE STRE'ET.
'Phone 4454- J.
Over Woolworth's.

Schenectady's Greatest Drug
Store

Just Telephone 12 8~)

Anytime
Hast;, Messengers Deliver
all Purchases

NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

WATERS, Custom Tailor
15 6 BARRETT STREET
Imported and Domestic Woolens
15% Reduction to Stu~dents
.For samples and prices, see

ROBERT N. LANDRETH
College Hill, Phone

Steefel Broa.
ALBANY, N. Y.
-IFYou feel that a custom tailor is the
only man that can put true distinction
into your garments-you are laboring
under the wrong impression.
If you think that a custom tailor
is the only man that can give you an
exclusive pattern and weave-once
again you're wrong.
And if you think that a custom tailor
can give you nearly as much value as
"Steefel's" can-we're afraid you~re
wrong again.
If your thoughts run in the above
channel, drop in and see us-and we'll
put you right.

Suits and Overcoats $10 to $60.

191S~J

YOUNG MEN! .
Step Into a Pair of Our

SURE-FIT . Shoes .

Here we picture two
of the newest lasts
for young men who
keep apace with the
shoe :fashions.
Correct tor college,
school or business.
Natty enough
tor
dress wear.

V.alues like these are
only possible in a
metropolitan s t o r e
like Patton & Hall's.

PATTON & HALL
245 STATt: ST.
Below the Brld&'••

More
College
News

5

Read It

IN TH'E

GAZETTE

FOR YOUR DEN
Beautiful College Pennants

5

Yale and .Hardvard, Each 9 in. x 24 in
Princeton, Cornell, Michigan,
Each
7 in. x 21 in.

Every
Day

There is no Music Like

,Giocia's Orchestra
302 Washington Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
Telephone.

A Gift

4-PENN ANTS. SIZE 12x30-4
Any Leading 'Colleges of Your Selection

that seals friendship-

All of our best quality, in their proper colors,
with colored emblems.
Either assortment, for limited time sent
postpaid for 50 cents and :five stamps to cover
shipping costs.
Write us for prices before placing orders for
felt novelties of all kinds.

Your Portrait
The Studio of

PRIMMER
The Gem City Novelty Co. MABELLE
241 STATE STREET
6237 Bittner St., Dayton, Ohio.

Over Patton & Hall

Nott Terrace Home Bakery

·The Manhattan Co.

C. LOHEN, Prop.

Fresh Pies, Buns, Rolls, Cake,
Bread Daily.

142 STATE STREET.

'Phone 4258-J.

L. SCHWARTZ
Cigars and Tobacco, Ice Cream, Candies
and Groceries. College Idols.
108 N ott Terrace

.

.
'
ED

Cor. State and Centre
Sts., Over Douglass
New Shoe Store

Schenectady, N.Y.

A Complete Department Food Store.
The Best in Everything for the Table at
the Lowest Cash Prices.

QUICK, ACTIVE SERVICE

THE

THE BARBER SHOP FOR
BARBER
UNION MEN
Absolutely Sanitary. First Class
Service. Ask the Man Who's
been Here.
·t

The New Hygienic Lunch and Restaurant
Most Sanitary Lunch Room in Schenectady
Specialty-Reasonable Prices, Comfortable

i

~tt
~ ·ts

Bellinger Paint Co.

Walk-Over shoes will take
~ you anywhere and back.

J.

PA.INTS, OILS
LET YOUR NEXT PAIR BE

Dealers ln all kinds of Wax Poliabea

Walk-Overs.

·212 So. Centre 'St.

Schenectady

· ·407 State .Street,

•
'
Q
h
furnished music at
. .. R
. .. Z Ita s . rc estra 'o6, '07, 'o8, '09,
A

Union College 1905
'IO, 'II, '12 '13 & '14

Best Dance ·M:usic in t·he World
g~~·tt~i!~~::::~e~48~~e Better for Concert
Office and Res., 16 7 Hamilton St., Albany

TILLY, The Barber
We are the favored among the College Boys and solicit your trade.
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

,

JAMES F. BURNS
Electrical Supplies.

N.H.. Weaver

Study Lamps, Portables, Etc.
442 State Street

HOME MADE CANDIES

Schenectady, N. Y.

"UNION NATIONAL BANK''
334 State Street
Solicits Accounts of Students

CIGARS

CIGARETTES

130 NOTT TERRACE

N.M.READ
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Roam 74 Parker Building. Special Rates to Students
Telephone 620· W

R. Wirth, Union '18

LENS GRINDING A SPECIALTY

Periodicals, Confectionery, Cigars, Cigarettes. All latest Desserts
served at his fountain.

0. D. Eveleigh

Catering to College and High School functions a specialty. Music furnished if desired.

OPTOMETRIST
426 State Street
Eyes Tested and GlA~tes Fitted

135 NOTT TERRACE

Bell 'Phone 1356-M.
Suits Made to Order from $18 to $35.

A. GARUCKY
Custom Tailor for Ladies' and Gentlemen
Sanitary Cleaning, Pressing, Altering and Repairing of Ladies' and Gents' Garments.
870 Eastern Ave., Bet. Wendell & Morris Aves.

Cigars

Ice Cream

Soda

St. Regis Pharmacy, 600 Union St.
CHAS R. CAREY

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded
Toilet Articles

THE ROLLINSON STUDIO
Quality Photography
"Watch the Show Case"

RINDFLEISCH'S
Artistic Parisian Dye W arks
116 Jay Street.

-

The Comradeship
of ''Bull'' Durham
There is something about ripe, mellow "Bull"
Durham Tobacco that appeals to clean-cut manhood
the world over.
Wherever two "Bull" Durham smokers meet,
each recognizes in the other a man to his own liking,
a comrade in the world-wide brotherhood of "the
Makings."

GENUINE!

.,BULL DURHAM
.SMOKING TOBACCO

( Enougla lor lort;y laantl•maJe cigarette• in each 5 -cent aack)

Millions of experienced smokers find the cigarettes they
roll for themselves from pure, ripe &'Bull" Durham tobacco
better suited to their taste and more satisfactory than any they
buy ready-made. The rich, fresh fragrance and smooth,
mellow flavor of &•Bull" Durham hand-made cigarettes afA•k lor FREE
book oF "paper•"
ford healthful enjoyment and
with each 5c •ack
lasting satisfaction. Get the
•• Makinge •• today Uld learn to

••roll your own.''

FREE

An illustrated booklet showinl(

how to •'RoB Your Own," and
a Book of cigarette papers, will

both be mailed,/ree. to any addreas in United
States on postal request.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
Address inquiry for free Booklet to "Bull..
Durham, Durham, N. C .• Room 1298.

--------~~------~------------~~--------------------------·
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of a Sophomore or Fr-eshman with a few dolan which will stay by him until he is a Senior can be
effected by an occasional deposit in

The Schenectady Savings Bank
CO,R. STATE .AND CLINTON

The Edison
American Plan
All Outside Rooms

Rates $2.50 to $4.00
Special Meal Ticket, 8 meals for $5
Ed:win Clute, Prop.

A Present Brought
.:

From

I

·. your college town to your home town is
· sure to be different from the rest. Drop
· in "On your way to the Post Office'' and
look over our Leather Books, Quotation
Calendars, Christmas Greeting Cards and
other Holiday necessities.

The Gleason Book Co.

Gleason .BuildinG'
Sc h enect a d y, N• Y• · l 04 Jay Street
•
"On your way to the post office"

THE MOHICAN COMPANY:
'
!

Clothes Economy
Leads to the Outlet
Brokers to Tailors to the Trad~e.
Special sale of uncalled for Tailor Made Suits and Overcoats
including our entire stock of Full Dress Suits at $12.50

THE OUTLET
140 JAY STREET,

Wally Girling
Johnson and Murphy Shoes
Kirkpatrick Shoes
Room I & II, Middle
Section South Colle~e

Opposite Van Curler

Sweaters and Banners
R. E. REEVES handles
our line in Union

Arthur Mfg Co.

Lowville, N.Y.

The Schenectady Clothing Co~

JUST WRIGHT
THE SHOE OF

Clothing for Colleg~ Men
Stein-Bloch and Hickey-Freeman

A GENTLEMAN

Suits and Overcoats cut to your
measure $20 upward
Full .. Dress Acceessories
Oakes'' Sweaters
Arrow Collars
The newest in hats at all times

Metropolitan Styles

T

The Schenectady Clothing Co.
313·315 State Street

Telephone 91-W

The OAK Barber Shop
426 STATE STREET.
M.. F. ALBE, Prop.

CHARLES DERWIG
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING
CLEANING AND PRESSING.
18 Barrett Street
'Phone 354-W.
Between Union and Liberty Streets.

Geissler & Ryan
173 Jay Street

Re:

H.

Sn

P. J. KENNEY
CUSTOM
TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
College Clothing a
Specialty

Cor. Jay & Liberty St.

T

Schenectady,.. N. Y.

ENDWELL Shoes THE LEWIS DINNING ROOM
154 BARRETT ST., near State
Meals, Table de Hote
Breakf.. st 6:00 A. M.
Luncheon 11:30 A. M.
Dinner 5:00 P. M.
Sunday Breakfast 8:00 A. M.
Dinner 12:00 M.
Single Meals 30c
Sunday Dinner SOc

20 MEAL CARD $5.00

1

4

Home cooked meals prepared of the best
things to eat, cooked and served in a clean and
J sanitary manner.

Our Goodyear Welt Shoes fit perfectly
and are very stylish in appearance; besides
they wear like iron. What more could
you ask?

Endicott, Johnson & Co.
206 So. Centre Street

Near State

3
Schenectady's Leading Restaurant

GLENN'S
422 State Street

-

Stoll's Ho[brauhaus
162-64-66 Jay Street, Schenectady, N. Y.
Will Serve Real German Meals at All Hours at Moderate Prices .

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENINGS.
Nicely Furnished Rooms by Day or Weeke.

Telephone 1938..

MAX NOW A, Prop.

A unique German place, Catering to private parties in and out of the house.

Schenectady Taxicab Service

Mandeville, '17
Representative on the Hill.

H. J. Sch artz Tailoring Co.
Snappiest Made-to-Measure Clothing at
less than "Ready-Made" Prices.,

Com

Phone 4489.

HE
.

IT RAINS

IN A HURRY
OUT FOR PLEASURE

9 Proctor's Arcade, Wedgeway Building.

Call 4489
KILDER & ·HICKS

The Liberty Bell Adjustable Lamp

High Grade Laundry get the

A LAMP FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
Representative on the Hill, Girling, '17.

KILLIP LAUNDRY QUALITY

Hallbauer-Hardman Mfg. Co.

719 STATE STREET,
'Phone 759
Schenectady, N. Y ..

Dress Suits from $25 up.

957 State Street.,

SPALDING'S

Telephone 1909-W

Electric City Barber Shop

for nearly forty years-have been the ones to think
out, and put on the market, things really new in sport~

EDWIN POSSON, Prop ..
Special Attention Given to Face and Scalp.
436 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y.

Are you posted on just what's new this year?
• & BfOS. 520126-128
Naaanu Street
A• G ., Spald lng
5th Avr{: .• New York

Telephone Connections

A. STOODLEY

Send for Catalogue

S. A. Hamilton
GROCER

People's Baker

423 Union St.

Schenectady, N.Y.

--·-----------------

C. A. Whelan & Co.
Cigars and Tobacco
301 and 443 State St.

Schenectady

·

Phone 2540

841 Union St.
·MY STOCK OF

Fall Hats and Haberdashery
is now complete.. An inspection is solicited.

JOSEPH NUSBAUM,
336 State Street,

Gazette Building

20th Century Lunch
Cl-IOCOLATE PIE WITH WHIPPE.D CREAM. OUR SPE.CIALTY
154 jay Street,
''On your way to the Post Office';

SUITS FOR COLLEGE MEN
Made
by
Hart,
Schaffner
&
Marx
?
::
::..
A

b!=w

·iilii~AW

4

Double Breasted Models, Single Breasted Straight Front Styles,
and the newest ideas in soft roll, two and three button coats are all
here-all made for us by those wonderful Hart, Schaffner & Marx
tailor•.
College men like these clothes better than any other clothes
mad·e and the men of Union are showing us that they do.
We are glad to show them to you any day that you can give us
..

ttme.

240-244 STATE STREET
Schenectady ~ Art Press
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